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Learn about Indian business culture by reading about meeting etiquette, cultural taboos, transport and other issues such as gift giving.

Getting to Indian business culture. The easiest and fastest way to reach India is by air. As India is a big country, it has many prime airports which cover the whole country. Indians are quite tolerant and very proud of their culture and history. However, it is best not to discuss religion or political opinions with a stranger as these are the main topics that people have a strong feeling. Apart from these topics, they are open to help and discuss cultural and historical topics. No other period in the entire history of India ever witnessed such momentous developments, affecting so profoundly the life of its people as the half century that followed the end of British colonialism. Business was one realm that experienced a great deal of upheavals. This book provides a comprehensive analysis of the making of modern business and the modern business class, covering the period from 1947 to the present times. Linking socio-economic and political changes to shifts in the business climate and policies of the country, it provides the first in-depth narrative of business in post-Recent Trends in the Business History of India. Business History Review, Vol. 93, Issue. 1, p. 153. CrossRef. A Business History of India provides an invaluable analytical perspective that elucidates the structure of both Indian and multinational firms in the past and changing business environments â€œHighly readable â€œwould be a superb text in any course on Indian business/economy'. Douglas E. Haynes - Dartmouth College, New Hampshire. â€œThis fascinating book weaves the intricate details of Indian business history into the backdrop of changing policies, governments and international contexts. An unusual and exciting contribution to economic and business history.' Bishnupriya Gupta - Universit
Questions such as above, pertaining to Indian business and economic history will soon be explored in a series of books being brought out by Penguin. Gurcharan Das, author and former P&G India chairman, is the general editor for the project. Forbes India caught up with Das on a Saturday evening to understand the project. Why is Penguin doing this project? India has one of the largest growing populations of new business class. India’s entrepreneurs [are drawing attention today]. We wanted to understand India’s entrepreneurial energy. India History, Chandigarh, India. 33,899 likes · 357 talking about this. Curious about India. Best page for most possible authentic history of India. Handled by professionals. Don't expect bulls...hit mythological chamatkar and exaggeration. See More. December 7, 2017. Informative small snippets, they help you link the past to the present.. Elated to see someone working selflessly for the larger good.
Indian business history (PP-265). Name of course coordinator: Prof. Rajesh Bhattacharya, Public Policy and Management Group.

India has an economic history of thousands of years that dates back to the Indus valley civilization. Ancient India was a rich country till foreigners plundered it for several hundred years. But it has a history of a great economy due to its trade relations with foreign countries from the Far East and to the western European countries and Africa. Ancient Economic History. India was better economically during these times and saw some of the most golden years in terms of economy. Till the 17th century, India was not totally under the rule of the British and hence it was not yet plundered by these colonial rulers. However, it still experienced some unprecedented downs in economy. Studies have revealed that the gross domestic surplus goods contributed the world's 25.1% economy. The economic history of India begins with the Indus Valley Civilisation (3300â€“1300 BCE), whose economy appears to have depended significantly on trade and examples of overseas trade. The Vedic period saw countable units of precious metal being used for exchange. The term Nishka appears in this sense in the Rigveda. Historically, India was the largest economy in the world for most of the next three millennia, starting around the 1st millennia BCE and ending around the beginning of British Raj. India History, Chandigarh, India. 33,899 likes · 357 talking about this. Curious about India. Best page for most possible authentic history of India. Handled by professionals. Don't expect bulls...hit mythological chamatkar and exaggeration. See More. December 7, 2017. Informative small snippets, they help you link the past to the present.. Elated to see someone working selflessly for the larger good..